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Abstract
Recurrent neural network language models (RNNLMs) have
been shown to consistently improve Word Error Rates (WERs)
of large vocabulary speech recognition systems employing ngram LMs. In this paper we investigate supervised and unsupervised discriminative adaptation of RNNLMs in a broadcast
transcription task to target domains defined by either genre or
show. We have explored two approaches based on (1) scaling
forward-propagated hidden activations (Learning Hidden Unit
Contributions (LHUC) technique) and (2) direct fine-tuning of
the parameters of the whole RNNLM. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed methods we carry out experiments
on multi-genre broadcast (MGB) data following the MGB-2015
challenge protocol. We observe small but significant improvements in WER compared to a strong unadapted RNNLM model.
Index Terms: RNNLM, LHUC, unsupervised adaptation, finetuning, MGB-Challenge

1. Introduction
Until recently most large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems used n-gram language models (LMs)
for both first pass decodes and for later n-best list or lattice rescoring with either unpruned or larger LMs, usage of which in
the first pass would be otherwise computationally too expensive. However, n-gram LMs, even with standard smoothing
and back-off techniques, tend to suffer from data sparsity and
lack of generalization ability for unseen sequences of words. In
contrast to n-grams, neural network language models (NNLMs)
are better able to extrapolate predictions for word sequences unseen at the training stage, and they have been found to be complementary to n-grams [1, 2]. In particular, recurrent neural
network language models (RNNLMs) have been shown to consistently improve the perplexity (PPL) and speech recognition
word error rates (WER), compared to a standalone usage of ngram LMs [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Broad coverage (or background) LMs are typically trained
on large amounts of text data comprising a variety of domains
and topics with the intention of making the LM well matched
to the unseen testing conditions (in terms of a domain, topic
or data source). A matched LM is more likely to bring improvements in the final system accuracy. In many scenarios,
however, it is often the case that availability of large amounts
of in-domain data for LM training is limited; and to match test
conditions a background LM is often first estimated from a large
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amount of out-of-domain (OOD) text and then interpolated with
a smaller in-domain LM. These approaches still rely on identifying a sub-corpus of in-domain material: alternatively, LM
adaptation can be carried out explicitly using unsupervised approaches to adapt the language model to the test data at hand.
A number of methods have been proposed to adapt
RNNLMs. For example, Chen et al. [11] explored explicit adaptation of RNNLMs to genre and topic using several methods,
including fine-tuning on in-domain (genre specific data), the
use of a meta-data genre code as an additional input feature,
as well as the automatic extraction of topic representations as
an additional input feature (computed by either latent Dirichlet
allocation [12], probabilistic latent semantic analysis or hierarchical Dirichlet process modelling). The work of Chen et al.
was carried out on the multi-genre broadcast (MGB) data used
in the MGB challenge [13] and experiments were carried out at
both the genre level and show level, with show-level adaptation
consistently out-performing genre-level adaptation.
In Multi-Domain RNNLMs [14], a bottleneck (or compression) layer is inserted between the hidden and the output layer,
which is then estimated on adaptation data. A domain feature vector is connected to the newly added compression layer,
where each dimension in the feature vector represents one domain. A single RNNLM is trained to adapt to multiple domains.
In factored RNNLMs, the RNNLMs are provided with some
structural information by appending structural feature vectors
(POS, Lemma and Stem) to the input feature vectors [15]. In
context dependent-RNNLMs [16], context is enhanced by providing the RNNLM with topic proportions computed from fixed
number of words preceding the current word. The maximum
entropy framework is used to adapt the LMs to the topic and
syntactic structure of the sentence [17].
LMs can be also adapted to a target domain using information retrieval methods [18]. In [19], n-grams are adapted to a
target domain by merging the counts from ASR transcriptions
and language model data. There has been also some work on
feed-forward NNLMs domain adaptation by adding an adaptation linear layer between the projection and hidden layers [7].
In this paper, we investigate unsupervised adaptation of
RNNLMs to a specific show, performing experiments on the
MGB challenge transcription task [13]. The MGB data, which
consists of subtitled BBC television broadcasts, is provided
with metadata that enables both the show and its genre to be
identified. (The genre information is provided by the BBC, according to their standard ontology.) In our experiments we have
focused on the adaptation of the RNNLMs to a specific show
only, for which we investigate two RNNLM adaptation methods. The first one relies on learning show-dependent amplitudes of the hidden unit contributions (LHUC) [20]. The second approach directly updates the parameters of the background
RNNLM. In this work we also discuss the potential difficulties
of adapting RNNLMs when updating all parameters using un-

supervised 1-best hypotheses from decoding lattices.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
RNNLM architecture and details of training. In Section 3, we
briefly describe adaptation methods used in this work. Experimental setup is given in Section 4. Discussions of experimental
results is given in Section 5 which are followed by conclusions
and future work included in Section 6.

2. Recurrent Neural Network Language
Model
The architecture of the RNNLM is shown in Fig 1. The inputs
to the network at time t are the index of the previous word,
encoded using 1 of N coding and the state of the hidden layer
at time t–1. The hidden activations and probability distribution
in the output layer are computed as follows:
ht = f (Whx xt + Whh ht−1 )
yt = g(Wyh ht ),

(1)
(2)

Where xt is the input vector, ht−1 is the state of the hidden layer at t–1, ht is the state of the hidden layer at time t and
yt is the modelled posterior probability distribution. f and g
are sigmoid and softmax functions, respectively. The network
is thus parametrised by θ = {Whx , Whh , Wyh }. The parameters of the network are learned using back propagation through
time (BPTT) algorithm [21]. In this work truncated variant of
BPTT algorithm is used in which at each time step t the error is
propagated fixed number of steps back in time (set to 4 in this
work). The parameters of the network are learned by optimizing the cross-entropy between the output and target probability
distributions.

yt

w hx

xt

0

ht = ht ◦ a(rm )
2
a(c) =
1 + e−c

(3)
(4)

0

Where ht are the hidden activations after scaling and ◦ denotes
element-wise multiplication. The re-parametrisation function in
(4) is defined as a sigmoid with amplitude of 2.0, which gives
an effective scaling range of [0, 2] [22]. This allows the hidden
units to be re-weighted according to their relative importance
in modelling the show-specific distribution over sequences of
words. The potential advantages of this method lies in the
lhuc
lower number of adaptation parameters θm
(for our models
0.00001% of θ) and robustness against potential over-fitting due
to learned feature detectors are not updated, which is a desired
property when adapting with small amounts of noisy adaptation
targets. In this work, we have found it beneficial to update only
forward-pass activations for adaptation, which are passed then
0
unscaled to the recurrent layer ht , in order to avoid modifying
learned history.
3.2. Fine-tune
The parameters of an unadapted RNNLM, θ may be fine-tuned
on show specific adaptation data (obtained from a 1-best decoding in our work). The set of adapted parameters for a show m
0
0
0
f ine−tune
are θm
= {Whx , Whh , Wyh }. These parameters are
learned using the standard BPTT algorithm. Since we are finetuning the parameters on relatively small amounts of data there
is a possibility that the RNNLM over-fit. We experimentally
searched for the optimal learning rates on development set, and
we report the numbers for both high and low learning rates. The
experimental results are given in Section 5.2.

4. Experimental Setup
To investigate the effectiveness of RNNLMs and adapted
RNNLMs we rescored 100-best lists obtained in the MGB Challenge transcription task [23, 13]. The details of acoustic and
language models are given below.
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Figure 1: Recurrent neural network language model

3. RNNLM Adaptation
In general, the background LMs are estimated from large
amounts of data covering various aspects of broadcast data. We
outline two methods to explicitly adapt the RNNLM to a genre,
topic, or show: LHUC described in Section 3.1 and fine-tuning
the whole model described in Section 3.2.
3.1. Learning Hidden Unit Conributions (LHUC)
In LHUC [20], the hidden activations of the RNNLM are scaled
by a vector of adaptation parameters rm ∈ RM for mth show.
The effective range of scaling parameters rm may be additionally constrained by applying some additional element-wise nonlinearity, a(rm ). After scaling, the output of hidden layer is

4.1. Acoustic Models
Acoustic models were trained on 640 hours of MGB challenge
multi-genre broadcast data [23, 13], selected from an unfiltered
training set of about 1600 hours of audio (collected from 2008).
GMMs were trained on filterbank+pitch features following the
standard Kaldi recipe [24]. A six-layer DNN with 2048 units in
each layer was used to compute the posterior probability of tied
states obtained from the GMM acoustic models. Cross-entropy
was followed by two iterations of sequence training [25] (we
did not regenerate lattices after first iteration, as done in [25]).
4.2. Language Models
The MGB Challenge provided a 640M token corpus of language model training data that contains BBC subtitle data
recorded during 1979–2013, all obtained from pre-recorded
(rather than live) subtitling. The acoustic training data for the
MGB Challenge includes about 10M transcribed words (from
both live and prerecorded subtitles): this data was not used to
train the baseline language models, but was only used for supervised adaptation experiments. Before training the LMs the text
data was normalised, with numbers converted to text-form and
abbreviations converted to sequences of letters.

The MGB Challenge development set comprised 47 shows
(28 hours of audio), called dev.full. In this work the parameters of both n-gram and RNNLM are tuned on dev.full. A total
of four eval test sets are available for different tasks. In this
work we use eval test set for transcription task, referred to as
eval.task1, which consists of 16 shows (11 hours of audio).
A pruned 3-gram1 was used in the first pass recognition
to generate lattices and n-best lists. A Kneser-Ney smoothed
3-gram LM [26] was trained (using SRILM [27]) on 640M
words, with a vocabulary of the 150k most frequent words.
This resulted in a perplexity of 175.39 and a WER of 31.0%
on dev.full.
RNNLMs were also trained on 640M tokens of BBC subtitle text data. Due to computational complexity of training
RNNLMs on a vocabulary of 150K words, we trained the
RNNLMs by creating input and output short-lists consists of the
most frequent words from the 150K vocabulary: in the current
work the input and output short-list sizes were 64K and 30K
respectively. Both input and output layers had an extra node to
compute the probability of out-of-short-list words, represented
as <oos>. During PPL computation and n-best list rescoring
the probability of <oos> node is distributed equally among all
short-list words. The RNNLM is trained with a batch size of
256 and learning rate of 2.02 . The parameters of RNNLM were
computed by optimizing the cross entropy between output and
target probability distributions. The hidden layer consisted of
512 nodes. RNNLMs were trained on GPUs using the Cambridge RNNLM toolkit [28, 29].
For LHUC adaptation, as described in Section 3.1, the scaling parameters were estimated on a first-pass 1-best decoding
hypotheses. During adaptation only the LHUC scaling parameters were updated. One set of scaling parameters were estimated
for each show in the dev.full and eval.task1 test sets. In addition to adapting the RNNLMs on the 1-best transcripts we also
conducted oracle experiments using the reference transcripts. A
learning rate of 1.0 (per sample learning rate=3.9 × 10−3 ) was
used to learn the LHUC parameters. The show-specific adaptation parameters were reused during n-best rescoring.
In the fine-tuning adaptation method, we alter all parameters of RNNLM on the first-pass 1-best decoding. Since we are
adapting the RNNLMs on small amounts of adaptation data this
method is not robust against over-fitting. We performed a number of experiments by varying the learning during fine-tuning.
We report results using learning rates of 0.1 and 1.0.

5. Results and Discussion
The RNNLMs and adapted RNNLMs were applied by rescoring
100-best lists from the dev.full and eval.task1 transcription test
sets of the MGB Challenge. The RNNLM scores were interpolated with the 3-gram scores. Since the 3-grams and RNNLMs
are trained on same of amount of data the interpolation coefficients were set to 0.5 for all the ASR experimetns. To investigate how the amount of data used to train the RNNLMs
affect possible adaptation gains, we trained two RNNLMs on
two data sets comprising either full 640M (RNNLM-640M) or
limited 40M (RNNLM-40M) tokens. We used an interpolation
coefficient of 0.3 for ASR experimetns involving RNNLM-40M
LMs.
factor=1e−7
sample learning rate=7.8125 × 10−3

1 pruning
2 Per

5.1. LHUC
The WERs on dev.full and eval.task1 using LHUC adaptation are given in Table 1. In the first row of the Table 1, the
WERs using a pruned 3-gram LM are given. After rescoring
with the full 3-gram LM we can observe 1.6% and 1.4% absolute improvements on dev.full and eval.task1, respecively. The
WERs of the RNNLM trained on 640M are given in third row
of Table 1, 3-gram+RNNLM-640M. With RNNLM-640M we
can observe 0.7% absolute improvements on both dev.full and
eval.task1. With an RNNLM trained on 40M tokens we can
observe 0.1% and 0.2% absolute improvements compared to
the full 3-gram on dev.full and eval.task1, respectively. LHUC
adaptation improves the interpolated 3-gram and RNNLMs by
0.1% absolute, for both RNNLM training cases on dev.full and
for RNNLM-640M on eval.task1. To estimate the bounds on
the possible improvements with the proposed LHUC method,
we report the WERs resulting from adapting the RNNLMs on
reference transcripts of dev.full and eval.task1. In this scenario (3-gram+RNNLM-640M-lhuc-oracle) we observe 0.2%
absolute improvements both on dev.full and eval.task1. For
RNNLM-40M scenario the improvement was 0.1% absolute.
Model
3-gram-pruned
3-gram-rescored
3-gram+RNNLM-640M
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-lhuc-1best
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-lhuc-oracle
3-gram+RNNLM-40M
3-gram+RNNLM-40M-lhuc-1best
3-gram+RNNLM-40M-lhuc-oracle

dev.full eval.task1
32.6
33.6
31.0
32.2
30.3
31.5
30.2
31.4
30.1
31.3
30.9
32.0
30.8
32.0
30.8
31.9

Table 1: % WERs of RNNLM and adapted RNNLM by LHUC
method. The RNNLMs are trained on 640M and 40M tokens.
For adaptation, the 1-best decoding and the reference transcripts
of dev.full and eval.task1 are used.

5.2. Fine-tuning
Model
3-gram-pruned
3-gram-rescored
3-gram+RNNLM-640M
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-finetune-1best
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-finetune-oracle
3-gram+RNNLM-40M
3-gram+RNNLM-40M-finetune-1best
3-gram+RNNLM-40M-finetune-oracle

dev.full eval.task1
32.6
33.6
31.0
32.2
30.3
31.5
30.2
31.4
29.9
31.1
30.9
32.0
30.8
32.0
30.7
31.8

Table 2: % WERs of RNNLM and adapted RNNLM by the
fine-tuning method. During fine-tuning a learning rate of 0.1
is used. For adaptation, the 1-best decoding and the reference
transcripts of dev.full and eval.task1 are used.

In Table 2, we report the WERs on dev.full and eval.task1
by fine-tuning the parameters of RNNLM-640M and RNNLM40M. The 3-gram and RNNLM baselines are same as above.
By fine-tuning the parameters of an RNNLM trained on 640M
tokens, we can observe 0.1% absolute gains on both dev.full

and eval.task1. Similar improvements were obtained by finetuning the parameters of RNNLM-40M. Similarly to LHUC
scenario, we also perform oracle adaptation experiments with
fine-tuning method. The numbers for those experiments and
RNNLM-640M model are reported in the fifth row of Table 2
which shows 0.3% and 0.4% absolute improvement on dev.full
and eval.task1, respectively. Similarly result (0.2% absolute
WER improvement) for RNNLM-40M is reported in the eight
of row Table 2.
5.3. Discussion
Tables 1 and 2 show that both LHUC and fine-tuning adaptation methods improve the WER by 0.1% absolute (0.3% relative) for RNNLMs trained on either training scenario (640M
vs. 40M tokens). The improvements are small but consistent
across test sets. To find the statistical significance of improvements, we performed matched pair sentence segment word error (MPSSWE) [30] tests for the considered adaptation methods
and baselines, for the RNNLM-640M case. The statistical significance test reveals the reported improvements, though small,
are significant at p < 0.001 level. It is due to the fact that both
test sets are relatively large – dev.full consists of 200K tokens
or 28 hours of speech and eval.task1 consists of 80K tokens or
11 hours of speech.
As discussed in Section 3.1, LHUC is robust against overfitting, since there are far fewer adaptation parameters than the
total number of parameters in the RNN, and because feature receptors are not modified. This is not the case with fine-tuning,
in which all the parameters of RNN are altered based on small
amounts of adaptation data. It is thus likely that the RNNLM
can over-fit the adaptation data when fine-tuning adaptation is
used. For the results reported in Table 2, we used a small learning rate of 0.1 (per sample learning rate=3.9 × 10−4 ), during
adaptation. To investigate the effect of learning rate, we adapted
the RNNLM trained on 640M tokens to a target show with a
learning rate of 1.0 (per sample learning rate=3.9 × 10−3 ). In
the first row of the Table 3 we can observe 1.4% absolute improvement on dev.full, by adapting the RNNLM on reference
transcripts. In the second row of Table 3, we can observe that
adaptation on the 1-best decoding with high learning rate has
a higher WER than the baseline. In Table 3 we can also observe the PPLs before and after adaptation. After adaptation we
can observe 72.3% and 59.4% relative improvements over the
baseline on reference and 1-best transcripts, respectively. The
improvements on the reference transcripts suggest that, lower
WERs in the unsupervised adaptation setting may be obtained
once the adaptation process is properly regularised.
Model

dev.full
PPL
WER
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-finetune-oracle 153.12/42.27 28.9
3-gram+RNNLM-640M-finetune-1best 202.43/81.99 30.6
Table 3: % WERs baseline RNNLM and adapted RNNLM by
fine-tuning method. With a learning rate of 1.0

In Table 1 and Table 2 we report the average WERs of all
the shows in dev.full and eval.task1. Given we adapted the
RNNLMs at show level, we also looked at the WER (%) improvements at each show level. After adaptation, both proposed
methods improve the WERs of almost all the shows, with fewer
than 5 (out of 47) shows with increased WERs after adaptation.

In the MGB Challenge transcription task we also have access to about 10M tokens from the transcriptions of the acoustic
training data. Table 4 reports WERs on dev.full and eval.full
obtained by adapting the RNNLMs on this data. Both the
3-gram and RNNLM are adapted using linear interpolation.
The full 3-gram LM is interpolated with 3-gram trained on the
acoustic training transcripts data, with an interpolation coefficient of 0.9. The RNNLM-640M is interpolated with RNNLM
trained on the acoustic training transcripts with an interpolation
coefficient of 0.9. From Table 4, we can observe that supervised adaptation improves the baseline by 0.1% absolute. This
is a similar improvement to unsupervised adaptation on the test
data reported above.
Model
dev.full eval.task1
3-gram+RNNLM-640M
30.3
31.5
3-gram-adapt+RNNLM-640M-adapt 30.2
31.4
Table 4: % WERs of RNNLM and RNNLM adapted on 10M
tokens of acoustic transcripts

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have investigated unsupervised adaptation of RNNLMs to
the test show in multi-genre broadcast transcription task, following the MGB Challenge protocol. We have investigated two
adaptation scenarios – LHUC and fine-tuning. Our experimental results indicate that WER reductions arising from unsupervised test-only adaptation using either LHUC or fine-tuning are
small but statistically significant.
Our current unsupervised adaptation approach gives equal
weight to both correctly recognized and misrecognized words
in the 1-best decoding. The influence of errors during adaptation could be reduced by scaling the gradients in proportion to
confidence scores of each word. In addition, as discussed above,
there is some potential in combining fine-tuning adaptation with
larger rates and appropriate regularization (e.g. KL-divergence
regularization [31, 32]) or confidence measures. It would also
be possible to explore fine-tuning only some parameter subsets [32]. Finally, significant amounts of manually generated
metadata are available for broadcast transcription and it should
be possible to exploit this information to better aid adaptation
process.
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